DAKAM’S INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES MEETING
SEPTEMBER 29-20, 2017

REFUGEES AND FORCED IMMIGRATION '17
II. International Interdisciplinary Conference on Refugee and Forced Immigration Studies

OTHERNESS STUDIES '17 / II. International Interdisciplinary Conference on Otherness Studies

IDENTITY STUDIES '17 / II. International Interdisciplinary Conference on Identity and Philosophy of the Self
SEPTEMBER 29, 2017  
Venue: Nippon Hotel, Taksim

08:45 Registration  
09:15 Opening Remarks

SESSION 1 - REFUGEES AND FORECED IMMIGRATION STUDIES I

9:30 Global Migration Crisis and Hungarian responses  
Anita Rozalia Nagy-Nadasdi, Barbara Kohalmi

9:45 How Can Theories of Institutional Design and Everyday Innovation Reveal Agency for Change in Refugee Communities?  
Elizabeth Ekren

10:00 Protection And Enforcement Human Rights In Asean On Human Boat Rohingya In Status As Perfection By International Law  
Mu'af Saidi

10:15 Discursive Framing Of Asylum In British Parliamentary Debates Since The 2015 Refugee Crisis  
Sevgi Çilingir

10:30 Discussion  
10:50 Coffee Break

SESSION 2 - REFUGEES AND FORECED IMMIGRATION STUDIES II

11:00 Trapped In Turkey: Practice Of Turkish Satellite City  
Elif Ertem

11:15 Differentiation Of Housing Conditions And Living Environments Between Refugees And Immigrants In Northern Cyprus  
Gözde Pırlanta

Jinan Bastaki

11:45 Discussion  
12:00 LUNCH (Floor A)
SESSION 3 - REFUGEES AND FORECED IMMIGRATION STUDIES III

13:00 A Contemporay Issue Of The World: Refugees - A Solution From Turkey To An Important Problem: Educational Needs Of Refugees In A Multicultural World
Ayşe Perihan Kırkıç, Kamil Arif Kırkıç, Şeyma Berberoğlu

13:15 The Right To Health For Refugees In The Southern Africa Development Community (Sadc): Concrete Reality Or Wishful Thinking?
Cristiano D'orsi

13:30 Back And Forth Across Continents: A Return Migration Case Of A Turkish Family
Duygu Tosunay

13:45 Discussion
14:00 Coffee Break

SESSION 4 / OTHERNESS STUDIES

14:10 Buttressing Strategy: A Strategy To Deactivates The Threat Of Female ‘Other’ In Iranian Society/Cinema
Elnaz Nasehi

14:25 Turkey As The Constitutive Other Of “Europe”
Ayça Demet Atay

14:40 Discussion
14:50 Coffee Break

SESSION 5 - IDENTITY STUDIES I

15:00 "From Physicality Into Nothingness": The Dialectics Of War And Identity In Samar Yazbek's Testimonies Of The Syrian Revolution
Hiyem Cheurfa

15:15 Local And International Politics And The Expression Of Palestinian Identity
Magdalena Pycinska

15:30 Examining The Elements Of The City’s Image In The Case Of Istanbul Sarıyer District
Ayşegül Sezegen, İbrahim Teymur, Yıldız Aksoy

15:45 Discussion
16:00 Coffee Break
SESSION 7 - IDENTITY STUDIES II
16:10 Discourses Of Self-Identification And Cultural Distinction: An Overview Of “Adi-Movements” In Colonial India
Bhawna Shivan

16:25 Ambivalent Identity Of Women: Patriarchy’s Ideological Negotiation With Women, Modernity And Cinema In Iran
Elnaz Nasehi

16:40 Changing Meaning Of “Europe” In The Turkish News Discourse (1959-2016)
Ayça Demet Atay

16:55 A Loss Of Confidence In Colonial Capitalist Identity In Hollywood Cinema? The Case Of Len Wiseman’s Total Recall
Stephen Trinder

17:10 Discussion
17:30 Closing Remarks

VIRTUAL PRESENTATIONS
Eu-Turkey Readmission Agreement: Asylum Seekers’ Dilemma Of Return Or Remain
Arzu Güler
Looking Into The Refugee Problem Through The Exhibition “Boats Filled With Soul, Water And Dreams”
Fırat Engin
Understanding Turkey's Syrian Refugee Policy On Education: A Critical Analysis
Hasan Aydın
Reproduction Of Urban Spaces By Immigration
Adnan Aksu, Tuğba Ersen
(Re)Thinking Otherness - How The Concept Has Been Rethought In Recent Philosophical Approaches
Christos Marneros
Hermeneutics Of The Subject – Identity In The Global Web Of Meanings
Tomasz Szczepanek
‘The Making Of English National Identity’: H. Rider Haggard And South Africa
Elvan Mutlu

POSTER PRESENTATION
Politicised Identities And Countercultural Practices In Global Justice Movements And Their Countermovements
Mark Gessat, Mei-Chun Lai

Virtual presentations are available on the conference webpage and at

cconference@dakam.org
www.dakamconferences.org/
https://www.facebook.com/DAKAMTR